We study three fragments of multiplicative linear logic with circular exchange, respectively LLNC containing all propositional variables, LLNC a builded on a single variable and the constant-only fragment LLNC 0 .
Preliminaries
We investigate multiplicative linear logic with cyclic exchange, which has basically the same sequent calculus as ordinary multiplicative linear logic but for the restriction of exchange to circular permutations. Of course sequents have to be nite sequences of formulas. We may still represent proofs by proofnets, and make use of the correctness criterion (see 3]), plus a condition of planarity we recall below (see 1], 2], 9] and 10]).
We now describe the fragments we are interested in: the formulas of LLNC (resp. LLNC a , LLNC 0 ) are builded on propositional variables a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : and a ? 1 ; a ? 2 ; : : : (resp. a, a ? , and 1,?(= 1 ? )) with the connectives tensor ( ) and par (}). The atoms of a formula u are the subformulas of u which are variables (resp. constants). The linear negation is extended to formulas by We will show that the decision problems of the three fragments are polynomially equivalent. We see T A as embedded in the euclidian plane in such a way that its leaves are on a circle C A , and T A is exterior to C A . Then, to each pair of leaves we may associate a chord of C A . We know that A is provable if and only if there is a pairing P of the leaves where each atom x is paired with an atom x ? and: the reunion of T A and the chords associated to P is a proofnet . 2 two distinct chords never intersect. Of course these proofnets correspond to cut-free proofs in sequent calculus. This condition is precisely noncommutativity. When such a proofnet P exists, it is of course embedded in the plane, and delimits certain regions on it, exactly one of them unbounded. For each connective par we put a mark (}) in the region which has the two edges of this connective on its border (there is exactly one region with this property). Then the following holds: Each bounded region contains exactly one mark (}).
From now on, we simply call proof every proofnet obtained as explained above, and we denote x x 0 when two leaves x and x 0 of T A are related by a chord of C A in P. g.1 represents a proof of A = (a}b)}(b ? a ? ). We nally recall that a formula A of LLNC is balanced when, for each variable v, v has the same number of occurences as v ? in A. As regards LLNC and LLNC a we may restrict to balanced formulas, since provable formulas are necessarily balanced.
Equivalence of LLNC and LLNCa
We rst de ne a family of formulas n i of LLNC a which help encoding LLNC in LLNC a . For each integer n,and each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, we de ne n i by: n i = (((x 1 }x 2 )} : : :)}x j )} : : : x n+2 ) where x j = a for j 6 = i + 1 and x i+1 = a ? .
Let A 2 LLNC be a balanced formula with variables a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; a ? 1 ; : : :; a ? n (we suppose that the variables of all formulas are ordered, once and for all).
To A is associated A 2 LLNC a de ned by A = A n 1 =a 1 ; : : :; n n =a n ; ( n 1 ) g.3 Indeed, x x ? is impossible because it would create a switching disconnecting the graph. As a consequence, every leaf x is related to a leaf x ? but we have the same number of x and x ? , because A is balanced. This reduces the possible con gurations to x x ? and x x ? . We nally show that if x (j) x ? (i), then i = j. We consider on C B the arc =]x (j)x ? (i) . If it contains all the leaves of p subtrees T (distinct from T i ) it contains p leaves of type x ? hence also p leaves of type x and therefore also p subtrees T ? distinct from T ? j . contains exactly p(n + 1) + i leaves of type x, and p(n + 1) + j leaves of type x ? . But the leaves of type x are in bijection with those of type x ? , such that p(n + 1) + i = p(n + 1) + j and clearly i = j. We now easily construct a proof of A. We chose in each tree T (resp. T ? ) the only switching connecting the root to x ? (i) (resp. a x (i)). The 4 resulting graph is correct, and can be transformed into a proof by retracting useless edges. Notice nally that the labels a, a ? play no role in the previous arguments, so that the decision problem reduces to a purely geometrical one.
